In this ÿrst installment of a two-part paper, the underlying theory for an algorithm that computes the Voronoi diagram and medial axis of a planar domain bounded by free-form (polynomial or rational) curve segments is presented. An incremental approach to computing the Voronoi diagram is used, wherein a single boundary segment is added to an existing boundary-segment set at each step. The introduction of each new segment entails modifying the Voronoi regions of the existing boundary segments, and constructing the Voronoi region of the new segment. We accomplish this by (i) computing the bisector of the new segment with each of the current boundary segments; (ii) updating the Voronoi regions of the current boundary segments by partitioning them with these bisectors; and (iii) constructing the Voronoi region of the new segment as a union of regions obtained from the partitioning in (ii). When all boundary segments are included, and their Voronoi regions have been constructed, the Voronoi diagram of the boundary is obtained as the union of the Voronoi polygons for each boundary segment. To construct the medial axis of a planar domain, we ÿrst compute the Voronoi diagram of its boundary. The medial axis is then obtained from the Voronoi diagram by (i) removing certain edges of the Voronoi diagram that do not belong to the medial axis, and (ii) adding certain edges that do belong to the medial axis but are absent from the Voronoi diagram; unambiguous characterizations for edges in both these categories are given. Details of algorithms based on this theory are deferred to the second installment of this two-part paper. c
Introduction
The Voronoi diagram and medial axis of a closed bounded planar domain are fundamental geometrical entities associated with that domain. 1 The medial axis can be intuitively thought of as the locus of centers of maximum-radius circles (touching the boundary in at least two points) that may be inscribed within the domain. The Voronoi diagram of a domain bounded by N curve segments, on the other hand, speciÿes a partition of the plane into N regions (not necessarily disjoint) such that each point within a given region is at least as close to its associated boundary segment as to all other segments. 2 Apart from their intrinsic geometrical interest, the computation of medial axes and Voronoi diagrams is a valuable preprocessing step in a variety of application contexts, such as ÿnite element meshing [25, 42, 43] ; font design [13] ; tool path generation for NC machining [14, 26, 34] ; surface ÿtting [23] ; image compression [9] ; pattern analysis and shape recognition [5, 6] ; and the computation of equivalent resistance networks for VLSI circuits [30] .
We shall focus here on Voronoi diagram and medial axis computations for planar domains with piecewise-analytic boundaries. There are, however, many interesting generalizations of this problem -e.g., computation of geodesic medial axes on free-form surfaces [28, 38] and multiscale medial axis algorithms for processing digitized gray-scale images [1, 20, 22, 32] .
The Voronoi diagram and medial axis of a planar domain may be regarded as graphs, whose edges are portions of point/curve and curve/curve bisectors -i.e., loci that are equidistant from certain points or curve segments of the domain boundary. For domains with polygonal or piecewise-linear/circular boundaries, these bisectors are just conic arcs, and e cient algorithms have been developed that yield essentially exact Voronoi diagram and medial axis constructions [26, 27, 29, 35, 41, 45] . For domains with free-form (polynomial or rational) boundary curves, however, such constructions are more di cult since the curve/curve bisectors do not admit exact 'simple' representations [17] . Consequently, the latter problem has received less attention [2, 13, 15] .
Our present aim is to employ earlier preparatory studies [16] [17] [18] [19] of point/curve and curve/curve bisectors in developing an accurate and robust algorithm for constructing the Voronoi diagrams and medial axes of free-form planar domains. Note that this problem demands a speciÿcally-formulated algorithm: making a piecewise-linear approximation of a free-form boundary and invoking a polygonaldomain algorithm, for example, generates results that are not even qualitatively (topologically) correct; see Section 2.2 below.
The guiding principles for the design of our Voronoi diagram/medial axis algorithm are: (i) to capture the exact (rational) parameterizations of those edges that admit them; (ii) to provide piecewise-rational approximations, that satisfy a prescribed geometrical tolerance, for the remaining edges; and (iii) to remain faithful, within the speciÿed geometrical tolerance, to the true topology of the Voronoi diagram and medial axis.
Some highlights from earlier point/curve and curve/curve bisector studies that bear directly on the above principles are as follows:
• the bisector of a point and a polynomial or rational curve segment is generically rational [16] it can be described exactly in, e.g., the customary rational BÃ ezier form; • the bisector of two polynomial or rational curves is not (in general) a rational locus, and hence must be approximated -but through use of point/curve bisectors as an intermediate tool, the generation of ordered sequences of point/tangent/curvature data on such loci can be reduced [17] to a family of univariate polynomial root-ÿnding problems;
• error measures for geometric Hermite interpolants to such discrete data allow them, by means of adaptive subdivision, to approximate the true curve/curve bisector to any given tolerance, and singularities (tangent discontinuities) can be captured in an essentially exact manner [18] ; • certain 'degenerate' forms of point/curve and curve/curve bisector, that require special treatment, arise generically in Voronoi diagram and medial axis computations [19] : for example, the bisector of two curves that share a common endpoint (which may be of mixed dimension -the union of a one-dimensional locus and a two-dimensional region); • also, with free-form boundaries, a new type of bisector arises that was absent from the piecewiselinear/circular context: the self-bisectors of individual boundary segments -the treatment of all these degenerate bisector forms has been described in [19] . We encourage the reader to consult the cited references for complete details, and to acquire full preparation for the remainder of this paper.
Owing to the wealth of essential detail that the subject matter entails, we choose to present our results in a two-part paper. The present contribution concentrates on the theoretical foundations, and includes only a brief high-level algorithm description and simple illustrative examples. The companion paper [37] o ers complete details of the algorithm and the numerical methods and data structures it employs, with more substantial computed examples. These papers parallel recent studies [12, 13] by Choi et al., although we adopt a quite di erent approach (based on explicit bisector computations).
Our plan for this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we summarize earlier work on Voronoi diagram and medial axis computations, highlight the inadequacy of polygonal approximations to curved boundaries, and review some basic facts concerning distance functions and bisector loci. Voronoi diagrams for planar domains with curved boundaries are deÿned in Section 3, and in Section 4 an algorithm for their construction is sketched, with emphasis on the key steps of Voronoi region partitioning and bifurcation point identiÿcation. The operation of this algorithm is illustrated in Section 5 by a simple example. Our attention turns to the medial axis in Section 6, and in Section 7 basic di erences between Voronoi diagrams and medial axes are identiÿed. In Section 8 we show how the algorithm can be extended to derive the medial axis from the Voronoi diagram, and the example of Section 5 is resumed to illustrate this. Finally, Section 9 o ers some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries

Synopsis of earlier studies
Voronoi diagrams have been extensively discussed [36] in the computational geometry literaturemostly in the context of discrete point sets. Interest in developing Voronoi diagram/medial axis algorithms for continuous domains is somewhat more recent. A number of authors have contributed to elucidating their basic theoretical properties; see [3, 4, 7, 8, 10-12, 21, 24, 33, 40, 44] .
The earliest Voronoi diagram/medial axis methods for planar domains were O(n 2 ) algorithms that operated on digitized images of planar domains -see, e.g., [31] . Subsequently, more e cient algorithms based on computational geometry principles have been developed. Preparata [35] proposed an O(n log n) incremental algorithm to construct the Voronoi diagram/ medial axis of convex polygons. Lee [29] introduced the divide-and-conquer strategy in an algorithm for non-convex polygons. An interesting feature of Lee's method is the status accorded to re ex vertices of the polygon as 'boundary elements' -on an equal footing with the polygon edges -which ensures that all the boundary elements will have mutually disjoint Voronoi regions (see Remark 3.2 below).
Natural extensions of the divide-and-conquer strategy allow for multiply-connected polygonal domains, as formulated by Srinivasan and Nackman [41] , and for circular as well as linear segments of the domain boundary -see [26, 34, 45] . As noted in Section 1 above, these algorithms exhaust the range of boundary geometries that admit exact (i.e., rational) representations for their Voronoi diagram/medial axis edges.
Voronoi diagram and medial axis computations for domains with free-form boundaries are much more challenging, and have only recently begun to attract interest. Chou [15] describes a numerical method for tracing the medial axis from its 'terminal points' -i.e., convex corners or centers of curvature for vertices (points of extremum curvature) of the boundary, while Alt and Schwarzkopf [2] sketch an algorithm that presumes the availability of certain 'black-box' functions (bisector computations, etc.). However, these authors do not make as clear a distinction between the Voronoi diagram and the medial axis as we deem necessary here -see Sections 3, 6, and 7 below.
Finally, Choi et al. have presented mathematical foundations [12] and an approximation algorithm [13] for the medial axes of curvilinear domains. The latter is based on an ingenious domain decomposition scheme that identiÿes all the 'special' (i.e., terminal or bifurcation) points of the medial axis, and establishes their connectivity in a tree data structure. The 'simple' edges connecting these nodes are then amenable to approximation by interpolating point/tangent data. The algorithm can accommodate multiply-connected domains by invoking a preliminary step called homology killing.
Our own algorithm is the culmination of thorough investigations [16] [17] [18] [19] of point/curve and curve/curve bisectors, that have served to establish their fundamental properties and practical algorithms for their computation. It is intended as a natural extension of the existing linear/circularboundary algorithms, which proceed through successive reÿnement of Voronoi regions as the domain boundary segments are consecutively introduced. Through its more-sophisticated treatment of bisectors, the algorithm accommodates new phenomena that arise only in the case of curvilinear domains, and it captures exact (i.e., rational) representations for all edges that admit them.
Inadequacy of boundary approximations
As previously noted, robust and e cient algorithms to compute the Voronoi diagrams and medial axes of planar domains with polygonal (or piecewise-linear/circular) boundaries are available. In view of their relative simplicity, it might seem that an easy 'practical' approach to domains with free-form boundary curves is to ÿrst approximate the boundaries, within a prescribed tolerance, by polygonal or piecewise-linear/circular curves, and then invoke the currently available algorithms for such boundary curves.
However, this approach yields qualitatively (i.e., topologically) incorrect results, and the discrepancy between the 'true' Voronoi diagram/medial axis (for the exact boundary) and those for the approximate boundary grows as the tolerance on the latter is tightened by introducing further linear/circular approximating segments; see Fig. 1 . This odd fact is due to the sensitivity of the Voronoi diagram and medial axis structure to the order of continuity of the boundary curve [12] . In particular, the presence of G 0 junctures between approximating elements to a smooth boundary segment incurs edges in the Voronoi diagram/medial axis that are absent from the exact structure. Note also that the Voronoi diagram and medial axis may be identical for the exact boundary, but di erent for the approximate boundary (see Fig. 2 ).
Thus, in computing the Voronoi diagram or medial axis for domains with free-form boundary curves, the computation must employ the exact analytic curve descriptions in order to ensure topologically correct results.
Distance functions and bisectors
In order to give a reasonably self-contained presentation, we begin by brie y reviewing some basic facts concerning distance functions and bisectors (the reader may consult [16, 18] for complete details). 1. The distance of a point q from a regular curve r(u) = (X (u); Y (u)) for u ∈ [0; 1] is deÿned by dist(q; r(u)) = min
2. Given the point q = (a; b) and the degree-n polynomial curve r(u) = (X (u); Y (u)) for u ∈ [0; 1], let u 1 ; : : : ; u N be the odd-multiplicity roots on (0; 1) of the polynomial
of degree 2n − 1, and let u 0 = 0 and u N +1 = 1. The distance function (1) may then be expressed as dist(q; r(u)) = min
An analogous formulation holds [16] for a rational curve r(u). 3. If the minimum value in (3) occurs for k = m, we call r(u m ) a footpoint of q on the curve r(u) -it is an interior footpoint if 16m6N , and a terminal footpoint if m = 0 or N + 1. 4. The bisector of two curves, r(u) for u ∈ [0; 1] and s(v) for v ∈ [0; 1], is the set of points that are equidistant from those curves -i.e., it is the point set
5. The self-bisector of a curve r(u) for u ∈ [0; 1] is the closure of the set of points having (at least) two distinct footpoints on that curve -i.e., it is the closure of the point set
Voronoi diagrams
Our Voronoi diagram algorithm, to be outlined in Section 4 below, proceeds in an incremental manner by introducing one boundary segment at a time. This approach necessitates deÿning Voronoi diagrams not only for the boundaries of planar domains, but also for arbitrary sets of curve segments (which do not necessarily enclose a domain). The reasons for this will become apparent in Section 4. Clearly, the ability to deÿne and compute Voronoi diagrams for arbitrary sets of curve segments subsumes the case of domain boundaries. 
(a) the Voronoi region VR(s i ) of boundary segment s i , with respect to S M , is the area deÿned by
(b) the Voronoi polygon 3 VP(s i ) of segment s i , with respect to S M , is the boundary of VR(s i ); (c) the Voronoi diagram VD(S M ) of the set of segments S M is deÿned by
Remark 3.1. The Voronoi region VR(s i ) and polygon VP(s i ) are dependent on the segment set S M = s 1 ∪ · · · ∪ s M currently under consideration -they change, in general, upon introducing a new segment s M +1 and considering them with respect to [29] avoids this overlap in the case of polygonal domains -we shall not accord special treatment to such boundary vertices, however.) The boundaries of the Voronoi regions are evidently loci of points that are equidistant from two distinct segments, s i and s j say, of the boundary. Thus, the edges of the Voronoi polygons are portions of curve/curve bisectors (subsets of which may actually be point/curve bisectors) for distinct boundary segments. The construction of the Voronoi polygons therefore requires robust methods for curve/curve bisector computations. The algorithms developed in our earlier studies [16] [17] [18] [19] satisfy this need.
Voronoi diagram algorithm
We now establish set-theory foundations for our Voronoi diagram algorithm. A high-level description of this algorithm is given in Section 4.1, while Sections 4.2-4.4 address key theoretical issues that arise in its formulation. We defer detailed treatment of the computational issues to a companion paper [37] .
The procedure commences with a boundary segment set containing just a single segment. Recall (Remark 3.1) that the Voronoi region of this segment with respect to itself is the entire plane. We then incrementally augment the boundary segment set, by introducing one additional boundary segment at a time, and we re-construct the Voronoi regions of each segment with respect to the augmented set. Note that introducing a single segment may alter any or all of the current Voronoi regions (with respect to the augmented set). When all the boundary segments have been incorporated in this manner, with their Voronoi regions/polygons updated at each step, the Voronoi diagram of the entire boundary is simply the union of the ÿnal Voronoi polygons.
Let D be a planar domain with boundary S comprising N curve segments s 1 ; : : : ; s N . Consider a subset S M = s 1 ∪ · · · ∪ s M of S, and let VR(s 1 ); : : :, VR(s M ) be the Voronoi regions of these M segments with respect to S M . If a new segment s M +1 is introduced, these regions are no longer the Voronoi regions of the M segments with respect to S M +1 = s 1 ∪ · · · ∪ s M +1 . This is because each point in some (possibly null) subset of the Voronoi region VR(s i ) with respect to S M is closer to s M +1 than to s i , for i = 1; : : : ; M . Deleting these subsets from the 'old' Voronoi regions, VR(s i ) with respect to S M , yields the 'new' Voronoi regions, VR(s i ) with respect to S M +1 .
The following proposition indicates how the current Voronoi regions are updated upon introducing a new boundary segment s M +1 , and also how the Voronoi region of the new segment (with respect to S M +1 ) is determined: 
while the Voronoi region of the newly-introduced segment is given by VR(s M +1 ) w:r:t:
Proof. Let q ∈ VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M − V ¿ (s i ). Then dist(q; s i )6dist(q; s j ) for 16j = i6M by the deÿ-nition of VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M . Moreover, dist(q; s i )6dist(q; s M +1 ) by the deÿnition of V ¿ (s i ). Thus q ∈ VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M +1 , and we infer that VR(s i ) w:r:t:
Conversely, let q ∈ VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M +1 . Then dist(q; s i )6dist(q; s j ) for 16j = i6M , and hence q ∈ VR(s i ) w:r:t:
, and we infer that VR(s i ) w:r:t:
This completes the proof of expression (8) in the proposition. Suppose that q ∈ VR(s M +1 ) w:r:t: S M +1 . Then dist(q; s M +1 )6dist(q; s i ) for 16i6M , by the definition of VR(s M +1 ) w:r:t: S M +1 . We now assume that q ∈ V = (s i ) ∪ V ¿ (s i ) for 16i6M . Then dist(q; s M +1 ) = dist(q; s i ) and dist(q; s M +1 ) ¡ dist(q; s i ), and therefore dist(q; s M +1 ) ¿ dist(q; s i ), for 16i6M . Since we have arrived at a contradiction, the assumption must be false. Hence, there is an i such that q ∈ V = (s i ) ∪ V ¿ (s i ), and we have VR(s M +1 ) w:r:t:
Then dist(q; s i )6 dist(q; s j ) for 16j = i6M , since q lies in VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M . Furthermore, dist(q; s M +1 )6dist(q; s i ) by the deÿnition of V ¿ (s i ) and V = (s i ). Hence dist(q; s M +1 )6dist(q; s j ) for 16j6M , i.e., q ∈ VR(s M +1 ) w:r:t: S M +1 , and we infer that
But since V ¡ (s i ), V = (s i ), and V ¿ (s i ) are disjoint subsets partitioning VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M , for 16i6M we have
Expression (9) can be directly inferred from (10)- (12), and hence the proof of the proposition is complete.
Outline of algorithm
We now outline our Voronoi diagram algorithm, based on Proposition 4.1: The key steps in the implementation of this algorithm are evidently (i) the construction of the curve/curve bisectors; and (ii) the partitioning of Voronoi regions, by these bisectors, into the subsets deÿned in Proposition 4.1. The curve/curve bisector construction has been dealt with in detail elsewhere [18, 19] . We now turn our attention to the Voronoi region paritioning problem.
Partitioning of Voronoi regions
To perform the Boolean operations in (8) and (9), a complete description of the oriented boundaries 5 of VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M , and of V ¿ (s i ) and V ¡ (s i ), for 16i6M is necessary and su cient. Now the oriented boundary of VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M is already known from prior computations. Consequently, it su ces to construct the oriented boundaries of V ¿ (s i ) and V ¡ (s i ) to allow for the evaluation of expressions (8) and (9) . Toward this end, we deÿne V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ) by
and we then have
To evaluate expressions (14) we shall need to: (i) construct the boundaries of the sets V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ), and (ii) compute all the points of intersection of the boundaries of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ) with the boundary of VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M . We address the former issue here, and defer discussion of the latter problem to the following section. By deÿnition, each point q on the boundary of either V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) or V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ) is equidistant from both s i and s M +1 , i.e., we have dist(q; s i ) = dist(q; s M +1 ). Hence, the boundary segments of these sets must be portions of the bisector of s i and s M +1 . When s i and s M +1 have no common points, the entire bisector of s i and s M +1 , which is a continuous locus [18] , bounds both V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ). This is because, in a neighborhood of each bisector point, all points that lie locally on one side 6 of the bisector are closer to s i than s M +1 , while those that lie locally on the other side are closer to s M +1 than to s i , in this instance. Hence, constructing the boundaries of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ) reduces to simply computing the bisector of s i and s M +1 , and the algorithm in [18] can be used to accomplish this. When the segments s i and s M +1 share a common endpoint, however, their bisector is no longer simply a one-dimensional locus -it is of mixed dimension, i.e., it comprises a one-dimensional locus and a convex two-dimensional region [19] . In this case, the boundaries of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and of V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ) are subsets of the boundary 7 of the bisector of s i and s M +1 . To identify these subsets, we must brie y review the nature of the bisector of curves that share a common endpoint (further details may be found in [19] ).
Bisector of curves with a common endpoint
Let p be the common endpoint of the boundary segments s i and s M +1 . For the purposes of the ensuing discussion, we shall represent these segments by the parametric curves r(u) for u ∈ [0; 1] and Fig. 3 . The bisector of curves r(u) and s(v) that meet with C 0 continuity, comprising the shaded region B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3 and the locus B0 consisting of abcd and gh. Here, deg is the subset ar of the boundary of Ar that belongs to the boundary of Ar ∩ As, while dfg is the subset as of the boundary of As which forms the remainder of the boundary of Ar ∩ As. s(v) for v ∈ [0; 1], respectively. Let B be the set of bisector points satisfying (4), and suppose q is a point of B with footpoint parameter values u m and v m on r(u) and s(v), respectively. Then, according to the nature of these footpoints, we may decompose B into the following four components: 0. the set B 0 of points q that have footpoints r(u m ) = p on r(u) and s(v m ) = p on s(v); 1. the set B 1 of points q that have footpoints r(u m ) = p on r(u) and s(v m ) = p ons(v); 2. the set B 2 of points q that have footpoints r(u m ) = p on r(u) and s(v m ) = p on s(v); 3. the set B 3 of points q that have footpoints r(u m ) = p on r(u) and s(v m ) = p on s(v):
The boundary of B may be obtained as the boundary of B 0 ∪ B 1 ∪ B 2 ∪ B 3 . The set B 0 is the one-dimensional component of B [19] -the neighborhood of any point q ∈ B 0 contains points that are closer to s i than to s M +1 and points that are closer to s M +1 than to s i , lying on opposite sides (locally) of B 0 . Consequently, B 0 bounds both V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ). The curve/ curve bisector algorithm described in [18] can be used to compute B 0 . However, since this algorithm implicitly assumes that r(u) and s(v) have distinct endpoints, it will fail to yield the sets B 1 , B 2 , B 3 .
A separate procedure is therefore needed to construct these sets or, more speciÿcally, B 1 ∪ B 2 ∪ B 3 . Toward this end, deÿne A r to be the point/curve bisector of p and r(u) for u ∈ [0; 1] and A s to be that of p and s(v) for v ∈ [0; 1]. It was shown in Proposition 5.1 of [19] that A r ∩ A s = B 1 ∪ B 2 ∪ B 3 , and the boundary of A r ∩ A s is thus identical to that of B 1 ∪ B 2 ∪ B 3 . Note that the point/curve bisectors A r and A s are not one-dimensional loci, but rather convex two-dimensional subsets of the plane [19] ; these sets are speciÿed by their oriented boundaries. Consequently, the bisector of two curves having a common endpoint is of mixed dimension -as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
In the following discussion, let a r and a s denote the set of all segments contained in A r and A s , respectively, that bound A r ∩ A s (see Fig. 3 ). Note that (i) points lying exterior to the boundary of A r are closer to r(u) than to p; and (ii) those lying on the boundary and in the interior of A r are equidistant from r(u) and p. Thus, segments in a r that contribute to the boundary of A r ∩ A s = B 1 ∪B 2 ∪B 3 are also boundary segments of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ). Moreover, these segments are not part of the boundary of V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ). Similarly, segments in a s contributing to the remainder of the boundary of A r ∩ A s are part of the boundary of V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ), exclusively.
In this manner, every segment of the boundary of the bisector B of s i and s M +1 is associated with the boundary of either V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) or V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ), and we may conclude that, when s i and s M +1 share a common endpoint,
Finally, in addition to identifying the boundary segments of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ), we also need to orient them properly. This requires two additional steps. First, in order to ensure that the boundaries of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ) can be traversed continuously in a consistent sense, their segments must be arranged in sequence, such that the start point of each boundary segment coincides with the end point of its predecessor, and the end point coincides with the start point of its successor. Second, we must ensure that the 'interiors' of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ) consistently lie (locally) to the left as their boundaries are traversed.
Nature of bifurcation points
To determine the sets (14), we must evaluate the boundaries of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ) and V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ), and compute all intersection points of these boundaries with the Voronoi polygon of s i w:r:t: S M . These intersection points are called bifurcation points or three-prong points [12] , or simply bifurcations, of the Voronoi diagram -they correspond to points with three 8 footpoints on the boundary. Since (parts of) the boundaries of V ¡ (s i ; s M +1 ), V ¿ (s i ; s M +1 ), and VR(s i ) w:r:t: S M must be approximated, the bifurcation-point coordinates determined by standard curve intersection algorithms [39] may likewise be approximate. We now classify the bifurcations, and identify those that need 'reÿnement' so as to have essentially exact coordinates.
According to the nature of their three footpoints on the boundary, we can classify bifurcation points into the following three categories: (1) those that have three footpoints on a single boundary segment s i ; (2) those that have two footpoints points on a single boundary segment s i , and the third footpoint on a di erent segment s j ; (3) those that have each of their three footpoints on three distinct boundary segments s i , s j , s k . Bifurcations of type (1) must have (at least) one terminal 9 footpoint on s i . Now suppose s i is represented by the parametric curve r(u) for u ∈ [0; 1]. Then, depending on whether the bifurcation point has a terminal footpoint at either r(0) or at r(1), it is a self-intersection [16] point of the untrimmed point/curve bisector of either r(0) and s i or r(1) and s i , respectively. Since the point/curve bisector of r(0) and s i is constructed at the time the bisector of s i−1 and s i is computed, 10 all bifurcation points of type (1) lying on this point/curve bisector are found at that time. Similarly, all bifurcation points of type (1) lying on the bisector of r(1) and s i are found while constructing the bisector of s i and s i+1 . In this manner all type (1) bifurcations will be precisely located, and no reÿnement of their coordinates is necessary.
Bifurcations of type (2) are the 'exceptional' (i.e., critical or transition) points [18] on the curve/curve bisector of segments s i and s j . Such points are explicitly located while computing this curve/curve bisector [18] , and thus do not require further consideration. Bifurcations of type (3), however, must be located during construction of the Voronoi diagram. Based on the nature of their footpoints on s i , s j , s k we can further di erentiate among type (3) bifurcation points as follows: (3a) those with terminal footpoints on all three of the segments s i , s j , s k ; (3b) those with terminal footpoints on two of the segments s i , s j , s k and an interior footpoint on the third; (3c) those with interior footpoints on two of the segments s i , s j , s k and a terminal footpoint on the third; (3d) those with interior footpoints on all three of the segments s i , s j , s k .
Bifurcations of type (3a) are points of concurrency of three linear segments in the Voronoi diagram, while those of type (3b) correspond to the common intersection of a linear segment and two rational point/curve bisectors. The locations of such bifurcation points computed by standard curve-intersection algorithms are essentially exact, and require no further reÿnement.
Bifurcations of type (3c) in the Voronoi diagram arise where two rational (point/curve) and one non-rational (curve/curve) bisector segments meet, while those of type (3d) are the intersections of three non-rational segments. Since the non-rational bisector segments must be approximated by Hermite interpolants to discrete data, the bifurcation-point coordinates computed as their intersections are inherently approximate. A means of reÿning these bifurcation points so as to obtain essentially exact coordinates is required. A Newton-Raphson scheme which receives the approximate coordinates of type (3c) and (3d) bifurcation points as input, and returns the true bifurcation-point coordinates is described in the companion paper [37] .
Illustrative example
We illustrate the working of our algorithm by a step-by-step Voronoi diagram construction for the simple three-segment boundary shown in Fig. 7 below. The boundary segments are polynomial or rational curves r 1 (u), r 2 (u), r 3 (u) deÿned on u ∈ [0; 1]. For brevity, we refer to them as s 1 , s 2 , s 3 . Fig. 4 . The algorithm commences in step 1 with a single boundary segment s1 comprising the set S1, and by convention we have VR(s1) w.r.t. S1 = R 2 .
In the ensuing description we adopt the following convention. If x; y; : : : ; z is a sequence of discrete points, joined by unique bisector segments, we denote the open region that lies to the left of the oriented locus xy : : : z by R(xy : : : z). This encompasses all points up to, though not including, the bounding locus xy : : : z. The closed region that lies to the left of xy : : : z, which incorporates this bounding locus, is denoted by R(xy : : : z). 1. We initialize the boundary segment set by setting S 1 = s 1 . The Voronoi region VR(s 1 ) w:r:t: S 1 is the entire plane (see Fig. 4 ). 2. A new segment s 2 is introduced, and we set S 2 = s 1 ∪ s 2 . The Voronoi region of s 1 w.r.t. S 2 is not the same as its Voronoi region w.r.t. S 1 (namely, R 2 ). To construct the Voronoi region of s 1 w.r.t. S 2 , and that of the new segment s 2 , we do the following (see Fig. 5 ): (a) compute the bisector of the new segment s 2 and s 1 ; (b) partition VR(s 1 ) w.r.t. S 1 (= R 2 ) into subsets V ¡ (s 1 ) and V ¿ (s 1 ) of points closer to s 1 than s 2 , and closer to s 2 than s 1 , respectively; (c) ÿnally, construct VR(s 1 ) and VR(s 2 ) w.r.t. S 2 using (8) and (9) . Thus, in Fig. 5 , we have VR(s 1 ) w:r:t: S 2 = R(hgfedba), while VR(s 2 ) w:r:t: S 2 = R(abcefgh). Note also that these two Voronoi regions are not disjoint -their 'overlap region,' bounded by bcedb, is the convex two-dimensional subset of the bisector of s 1 and s 2 . 3. The ÿnal segment s 3 is introduced to give the complete boundary, S 3 = s 1 ∪ s 2 ∪ s 3 . Again, the Voronoi regions of s 1 and s 2 w.r.t. S 2 must be updated to obtain their Voronoi regions w.r.t. S 3 .
We accomplish this by computing the bisector of the new segment s 3 with each of the existing segments s 1 and s 2 , and then constructing the regions V ¡ (s j ) and V ¿ (s j ) for j = 1; 2, as discussed in step 2. Finally, using the Voronoi regions of s 1 and s 2 w.r.t. S 2 (from the preceding step), and Fig. 5 . In step 2, we partition VR(s1) w.r.t. S1 (= R 2 ) into the subsets V¡(s1) and V¿(s1), whose points are closer to s1 than s2, and to s2 than s1, respectively. The Voronoi regions of s1 and s2 w.r.t. S2 = s1 ∪ s2 are also indicated in this ÿgure. Here R(xy : : : z) and R(xy : : : z) denote, respectively, the open and closed regions lying to the left of the oriented curve xy : : : z.
the V ¡ (s j ), V ¿ (s j ) computed in this step, we identify VR(s 1 ), VR(s 2 ), VR(s 3 ) w.r.t. S 3 through expressions (8) and (9) . Thus, referring to Fig. 6 , we have VR(s 1 ) w:r:t: S 3 = R(hnjiedba); VR(s 2 ) w:r:t: S 3 = R(abceiknh); VR(s 3 ) w:r:t: S 3 = R(mkijl). Again, we note that VR(s 1 ), VR(s 2 ), VR(s 3 ) are mutually overlapping. 4. Finally, we may extract the interior Voronoi diagram by discarding all edges of the Voronoi diagram that lie outside the boundary curve (see Fig. 7 ). Alternately, we can extract the exterior Voronoi diagram by discarding all the Voronoi edges lying interior to the boundary.
Medial axis
We now focus our attention on the medial axis. In this and the following two sections, we give a formal deÿnition of the medial axis, describe similarities and di erences with the Voronoi diagram, and extend the algorithm of Section 4 to allow the medial axis to be constructed from the Voronoi diagram.
To deÿne the medial axis, we introduce a slightly more general deÿnition of the point/curve distance function (1) that encompasses composite curves: Fig. 6 . In step 3, V¡(s1) and V¿(s1) are the subsets of VR(s1) w.r.t. S2 whose points are closer to s1 than s3, and to s3 than s1, respectively -similarly for the subsets V¡(s2) and V¿(s2) of VR(s2) w.r.t. S2. Note here that the dotted locus ifgn is an edge of the Voronoi polygons of s1 and s2 w.r.t. S2 (not w.r.t. S3). The ÿnal Voronoi regions VR(s1), VR(s2), VR(s3) w.r.t. S3 are also indicated here. 
In terms of this distance function, we deÿne the medial axis as follows:
Deÿnition 6.2. The medial axis of the boundary S of a planar domain D is the closure of the set of points in D that have (at least) two distinct footpoints on S -i.e., it is the closure 11 of the point set
We shall denote the medial axis of S by MA(S). By unambiguously characterizing the common edges of MA(S) and VD(S), we can partially construct one from the other. To complete the construction, we also need to give precise characterizations of the di erences between the medial axis and Voronoi diagram. We address this in the following section.
Di erences between VD and MA
Lee [29] has shown that the Voronoi diagram and medial axis of any convex polygon are identical, and that the medial axis of an arbitrary polygon is a subset of its Voronoi diagram. For reasons identical to those in the case of general polygons, the medial axes of piecewise-linear/circular boundaries are likewise subsets of their Voronoi diagrams. For domains bounded by free-form curve segments, however, neither the Voronoi diagram nor the medial axis of the boundary is, in general, a subset of the other. We now explore the reasons for this perhaps-unexpected result.
VD ⊆ MA and MA ⊆ VD
We ÿrst show that the Voronoi diagram is not a subset of the medial axis. In Section 4.3 we brie y reviewed the nature of the bisector of two curves that share a common endpoint. Now suppose B is a common edge of the Voronoi polygons of two boundary segments s 1 and s 2 that share an endpoint p. Then B must be a subset of the bisector of s 1 and s 2 . We decompose B into the subsets B 0 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 deÿned in Section 4.3. Points in B 3 have p as their only footpoint on each of s 1 and s 2 . Thus, while such points belong to the Voronoi diagram, they cannot belong to the medial axis, since points on the latter must have (at least) two distinct footpoints on the boundary. 12 In fact, we may also argue that, excepting the points of B 3 , all other points of B belong to the medial axis, since all points of B 0 , B 1 , B 2 satisfy the conditions in (17) .
We thus conclude that, in general, the Voronoi diagram is not a subset of the medial axis. Speciÿcally, edges of the Voronoi diagram whose constituent points have a unique footpoint on the boundary do not belong to the medial axis. Such edges are portions of the B 3 subsets of curve/curve bisectors for boundary segments that have a common endpoint.
Now consider an edge B of the medial axis (lying between bifurcations). Each interior point q of B has two footpoints, p 1 and p 2 say, on the domain boundary. Based on the nature of these footpoints, we can distinguish two types of medial axis edges (see Section 2.3): (a) those for which p 1 and p 2 reside on distinct segments of the boundary -such edges are portions of curve/curve bisectors; (b) those for which p 1 and p 2 reside on a single segment of the boundary -such edges are portions of curve self-bisectors. Clearly, medial axis edges of type (b) cannot belong to the Voronoi diagram, since they are not equidistant from distinct boundary segments (see Section 3).
Hence we conclude that the medial axis of a domain is not, in general, contained within the Voronoi diagram of the domain boundary. Speciÿcally, the medial axis generally contains edges corresponding to portions of the (interior) self-bisectors of individual boundary segments, which do not belong to the Voronoi diagram. A notable exception to this rule is the case of domains with piecewise-linear/circular boundaries: since linear and circular segments do not possess interior self-bisectors, the medial axis is a subset of the Voronoi diagram in this particular context. Fig. 8 illustrates these di erences between the Voronoi diagram and medial axis (the derivation of the latter from the former is described in Section 8 below). Note the absence of Voronoi edges bc and bd from the medial axis, since points on these edges have b as their sole footpoint on the boundary. Conversely, the medial axis edges co and dp are absent from the Voronoi diagram, since both the footpoints of each point on these two edges lie on the interior of a single boundary segmentnamely, s 1 and s 2 , respectively.
Example
Dependence of VD on boundary segmentation
In Section 1 we mentioned that the Voronoi diagram of a domain boundary depends on how the boundary is segmented, while the medial axis depends only on the geometry of the boundary. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 9 , where the boundary S of a planar domain is shown with two di erent segmentations, S = r 1 ∪ r 2 ∪ r 3 and S = s 1 ∪ s 2 ∪ s 3 . Clearly, the Voronoi diagram of the former di ers from that of the latter. The segments eh and hg in the Voronoi diagram of r 1 ∪ r 2 ∪ r 3 do not belong to the Voronoi diagram of s 1 ∪ s 2 ∪ s 3 , since each interior point of these segments is closer to s 3 than to either s 1 or s 2 . Similarly, each interior point of the segment cd in the Voronoi diagram of s 1 ∪ s 2 ∪ s 3 is closer to r 2 than to either r 1 or r 3 , and consequently it does not belong to the Voronoi diagram of S = r 1 ∪ r 2 ∪ r 3 . Now segment hg does not belong to the medial axis of S = r 1 ∪ r 2 ∪ r 3 , since points on hg have g as their only footpoint on S. Likewise, segment cd does not belong to the medial axis of S. To complete the medial axes, we need to combine the interior self-bisectors of the boundary segments with the results of the above removal operations. The boundary segments r 1 , r 2 and s 1 , s 2 do not have interior self-bisectors, while the interior self-bisectors of r 3 and s 3 are the loci hf and ef, respectively. Thus, the resulting medial axes of S = r 1 ∪ r 2 ∪ r 3 and S = s 1 ∪ s 2 ∪ s 3 are identical.
Medial axis algorithm
We construct the medial axis from the Voronoi diagram by (i) deleting edges of the latter that do not belong to the former, and (ii) adding medial axis edges that are absent from the Voronoi diagram, as discussed in Section 7. Trivially, no edge of the exterior Voronoi diagram can belong to the medial axis, and all such edges are therefore initially discarded.
In Section 7 we noted that those Voronoi edges whose points have a single distinct footpoint on the boundary (which are portions of bisectors of curve segments that have a common endpoint) are Fig. 9 . In (a) and (b) the Voronoi diagram of the domain boundary S di ers for the distinct segmentations, S = r1 ∪ r2 ∪ r3 and S = s1 ∪ s2 ∪ s3, of the boundary. However, the medial axes for these two segmentations, in (c) and (d), are seen to be identical (although their construction details di er).
precisely the edges that must be removed in step (i). We also noted that the medial axis edges, absent from the Voronoi diagram, that must be added in step (ii) are the interior self-bisectors (if any) of each individual boundary segment. These may be computed by the algorithm described in [19] . Once they are merged 13 with the Voronoi edges remaining from step (i), the complete medial axis is obtained.
To render the self-bisector computations tractable, a preprocessing step is invoked prior to commencement of the Voronoi diagram algorithm, in which certain segments of the boundary are subdivided into 'simpler' subsegments. A simple segment is deÿned [19] such that each point of its self-bisector has at most two interior footpoints on it -i.e., its interior self-bisector cannot bifurcate. In [19] it is shown that conics are always simple, while (polynomial) cubics can be split into at most three simple subsegments. Thus, in cases of practical interest, the preprocessing poses no computational di culty. 14 13 Note that, in general, these self-bisectors 'connect' with the Voronoi edges remaining after step (i) in critical points (i.e., tangent discontinuities -see [18] ) of the latter. 14 Alt and Schwarzkopf [2] propose a more stringent preparatory subdivision, in which the resulting segments are guaranteed to have null interior self-bisectors, although they do not make a clear distinction between the Voronoi diagram Fig. 7 have only one foot point (at b) on the boundary, and are therefore removed. The interior self-bisectors of s1 and s2, namely the segments co and dp, are then added to obtain the complete medial axis (note that s3 has no interior self-bisector within the boundary).
Because of the VD dependence on the boundary segmentation (see Section 7.3), it is necessary when treating boundaries with non-simple segments to decide a priori whether the Voronoi diagram or the medial axis is the ultimate goal. In the former case, no initial splitting into simple segments is invoked, and the computed VD is that for the original boundary segmentation. In the latter case, splitting into simple segments is required, and the intermediate VD produced in generating the MA is not that of the original segmentation.
Worked example
Finally, we complete the worked example of Section 5 by computing the medial axis of the domain from the interior Voronoi diagram of its boundary. 5. First, edges of the interior Voronoi diagram whose points have a unique footpoint on the boundary are deleted. Thus, the edges bc and bd in Fig. 7 are removed. Next, the interior self-bisector of each boundary segment is added to the remaining interior Voronoi edges. The edges co and dp are the interior self-bisectors of boundary segments s 1 and s 2 in Fig. 10 , while segment s 3 has no interior self-bisector. These two operations yield the medial axis of the domain.
Closure
The Voronoi diagram/medial axis algorithm sketched above applies equally to the boundaries of both simply-and multiply-connected domains -since, during the merge process, no stipulation that and medial axis (note also that the characterization of osculating circles given in [2] is incorrect).
the domain be simply-connected was necessary. The method is compatible with domains bounded by linear, conic, cubic, and higher-order polynomial or rational segments, and invokes point/curve and curve/curve bisector algorithms [16] [17] [18] [19] developed previously, which guarantee exact capture of all rational bisector segments, and approximation of non-rational segments to a user-speciÿed geometrical tolerance. The output is a set of polynomial or rational BÃ ezier segments that represent the Voronoi diagram/medial axis edges exactly when possible, and otherwise approximate them rationally within the desired tolerance.
For brevity we have conÿned our present discussion to just a 'high-level' sketch of the algorithm, with a thorough treatment of the theoretical issues it entails. The companion paper [37] will include a more detailed description of the key implementation issues, together with more substantive computed examples of Voronoi diagrams and medial axes.
